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QUESTION 1

Magdalena wants to allow the users of her application to rearrange and change the settings for some views (including
private views), to allow them to optimize their experience in the application. 

How does she best do this? 

A. Select the "Create Personal view/folders" option in the ACL, Select the "Allow customizations" option in the Database
properties and the "Default design for new folders and views" option in the View properties. 

B. Unselect the "Create Personal view/folders" option in the ACL. Select the "Allow customizations" and "Resizable"
options in the View properties. 

C. Select the "Allow customizations" and "Default design for new folders and views" options in the View properties. 

D. Select the "Allow customizations" option in the View properties and select the "Save User settings" option in the
Column properties. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Bram needs to change a large number of documents in a existing application and add the three fields from the
Document NewDoc to each existing document. He has created a document collection of the documents to be changed. 

How can he best achieve this? 

A. Call Collection.Stampall ("Location" : "HomeID" : "HelpNr" ; "NY" : "123" : "80012345678") 

B. Call Collection.StampallMulti ("Location" : "HomeID" : "HelpNr" ; "NY" : "123" : "80012345678") 

C. Call Collection.StampAllMulti (NewDoc) 

D. Call Collection. Stampall (NewDoc) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Jack cannot get two buttons on his Web form to display when using a Web browser. What is the most likely cause of
this problem? 

A. The form property "Web Access: Show buttons" must be selected. 

B. Only the Submit button displays for Web clients. 

C. Multiple buttons on a form must be coded using JavaScript. 

D. The database preference "Web access: use JavaScript when generating pages" is not selected. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Julie wants to have a view action display in a custom pop-up menu when the right mouse button is clicked. 

How can she do this? 

A. Set the Action bar to "Include in right mouse button menu". 

B. Set the Action button to "Include in right mouse button menu". 

C. Set the database property to "Include actions in right mouse button menu". 

D. Set the view property to "Include actions in right mouse button menu". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Maggie wants to display the authenticated user\\'s name on her Web site\\'s welcome page. How can she do this? 

A. Write a JavaScript function that gets the name from the session cookie. 

B. None of the Above 

C. Use the JavaScript document.userName property. 

D. Create computed text on the page that computes to the current user\\'s name. 

E. Display the name using the USER_NAME CGI field. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Cindy wants to edit her style sheet resource using a third-party tool. Which one of the following should Cindy do? 

A. From the Resources>Style Sheets view, select the style sheet and choose Open With, then identify her preferred
editor. 

B. From the Resources>Style Sheets view, select the style sheet and choose Open With>External Editor, then identify
her preferred editor. 

C. From the Resources>Style Sheets view, select the style sheet and choose Open With>Thirdparty Tool, then identify
her preferred editor. 

D. From the Resources>Style Sheets view, select the style sheet and choose Export to save the style sheet to the file
system, the open it in her preferred editor. After making her changes, she will need to choose Sync to bring the changes
into the application. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

Nathan created a secret key named Salary, and he has enabled encryption for three fields on the SalaryHistory form.
He wants to ensure that all three of these fields are always encrypted whenever a SalaryHistory document is saved. 

What should Nathan do next? 

A. From the Field properties for each of the three fields, select Salary under "Encryption key(s)". Select the name of
each of the individuals needing access to the field and save the form. 

B. From the basics tab of the database properties, click encryption Settings. Select "Automatic encryption". Mail the
secret key to the individuals who need access to the encrypted fields. 

C. From the Security tab of the Form properties, select salary under "default encryption keys". Save the form, and mail
the secret key to the individuals who need access to the encrypted fields. 

D. From the Security tab of the Form properties, select "Default encryption". Mail the secret key to a Notes administrator
and request the key to be merged into the certificate on the person document of each user needing access to the
encrypted fields. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following is a benefit of HTML rendering in lotus Domino? 

A. Allows writing of HTML for different clients without recoding 

B. Allows saving HTML with errors 

C. Prevents saving XML with errors 

D. Allows easy conversion of XML to HTML 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

When the Print statement is used in a Web agent, such as WebQuerySave, what does the Print statement do? 

A. Output from all Print statements is sent to the browser\\'s status bar. 

B. Output from all Print statements is sent to the server log. 

C. Nothing. The Print statement is ignored in Web agents. 

D. Output from all Print statements is sent to the browser for display. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

Muriel has integrated an outline into her database to provide the navigation, and she has verified that the functionality is
correct. Instead of displaying the default folder icons to indicate when an outline entry can be expanded, Muriel would
like to display a plus sign, similar to what she sees in the Domino Designer interface when looking at the outline of
design elements for a database, and similar to what her users see when they open Windows Explorer. 

How can Muriel get the desired appearance for her outline? 

A. Open the Outline Entry properties box for each expanded entry. From the Info tab, select Image and select "OS
style". 

B. Open the outline and from the Outline properties box, select the Styles tab. Select "Three options". In the options
area that now displays, select "Show twisties", and select "OS style. 

C. Create or locate graphics of the plus sign and the minus sign. Copy these graphics as expand.gif and collapse.gif to
the server\\'s domino\graphics folder, replacing the default icons. 

D. Open the Embedded Outline properties box from the page on which the outline is embedded. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Hans and Kristen, two mobile users, are editing different fields in the same document during a parallel review. The
designer set a form property to merge replication conflicts. 

Which one of the following will happen? 

A. Edits to both fields will be saved in two identical main documents. 

B. Edits to both fields will be saved in a single document marked as a replication conflict. 

C. Edits to each field will be saved in two documents: one a main document and the other a response document marked
as a replication conflict. 

D. Edits to each field will be saved in a single document. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Management has asked Bob to post an introductory Welcome page when Notes users first open the Video application. 

In which one of the following places should Bob put the Welcome message? 

A. In the application About Document 

B. In the first Page in the application design 

C. In a document named $Welcome 

D. In the application Using Document 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Dierdre is periodically asked to update the Readers field in documents created with the SalesOrder form. If a person\\'s
name changes, they are no longer able to access documents they\\'d been able to access in the past. Dierdre would like
the Readers fields to be automatically updated when someone\\'s name has been changed in the Domino directory. 

How can she do this? 

A. Open the Security tab of the Database properties. In the selection list for Administration Actions, choose "Update all
Readers and Authors fields". 

B. Open the Advanced tab of the Database ACL. In the selection list for Actions, choose "Modify all Readers and
Authors fields". 

C. Ask a Notes Administrator to enable "Maintain Reader/Author field consistency" on the Security tab of the server. 

D. Ask a Notes Administrator to enable "maintain reader/Author field consistency" on the Security tab of the server. 

E. Open the Security tab of the SalesOrder Form properties. Place a checkmark next to "Enable adminp updates". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which one of the following contains data types stored as summary data by default? 

A. All data types are stored in the summary buffer 

B. Rich text, file attachments, embedded OLE objects 

C. Text, text lists, rich text 

D. Text, number, date/time, reader names 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Greg has created a form with several fields that get their data from an external relational database system based on a
key field. DECS is installed. 

Which one of the following must he have done to achieve this functionality? 

A. Created a data connection resource 

B. Manually imported the data from the relational database 

C. Created an embedded RDBMS link 
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D. Created an ODBC connection resource 

Correct Answer: A 
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